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Abstract

Foursquare’s “Swarm” [12], which enable finding geographically
close friends by computing location distances, online matchmaking services, such as Match.com [8] and Zoosk [14], which provide
searching for user profiles by matching selected criteria, and online
healthcare networks, such as Doximity [4] and Sermo [11], that
help practitioners collaborate towards more accurate patient treatment by comparing symptoms. In all the above examples, sensitive
data are involved and, thus, the computation must be performed
in a way that meets well-defined security guarantees, while being
practical for deployment in the performance-sensitive OSN setting.
There do exist interesting works that address secure computation in OSNs, but they are limited to very specific applications. For
instance, their majority focuses on location privacy in geo-social
networks (e.g., [70, 66] and the bibliography therein, as well as
subsequent works along similar lines, e.g., [61]). In particular, [70,
66] target at a setting where a user asks the OSN server which of her
friends lie within a spatial range, such that the server learns nothing, while the user only sees the result of the query. Both schemes
reduce this query into private equality testing. We do not know of
any existing work that has formulated general-purpose secure computation in OSNs in a cryptographically rigorous manner.
A natural direction towards securely capturing arbitrary computations in OSNs is secure multiparty computation (MPC). However,
in traditional MPC protocols (e.g., [44, 21, 24]), the users whose
data are involved in the computation are the ones that carry out
the computation. In the OSN setting, this practically means that
the users completely bypass the server (as in decentralized private
OSNs, e.g., [60, 33]). This also means that every time a user wishes
to issue a query, she must expect her friends to be online and burdened with the involved computational cost. This conflicts with the
way popular OSNs work in practice, where the server is the one
responsible for the computation, and the users log in at their own
convenience for performing their own queries.
Motivated by web applications where it is not always possible
to guarantee simultaneous interaction among the users to perform
a computation, Halevi et al. [48] proposed a variant of traditional
MPC, which assumes a server that receives the user inputs and performs the computation while the users are offline. [48] focuses on
applications where the user inputs are involved in a one-time computation (e.g, online polls or e-voting). In OSNs the users upload
data that can be re-used in an arbitrary number of computations.
Therefore, trivially adapting [48] to OSNs requires a user’s friends
to log in and upload their inputs upon each of the user’s queries,
even if they are not changed, which negates the initial motivation of
non-simultaneous interaction of [48]. Other server-aided MPC so-

Apart from their numerous other benefits, online social networks
(OSNs) allow users to jointly compute on each other’s data (e.g.,
profiles, geo-locations, medical records, etc.). Privacy issues naturally arise in this setting due to the sensitive nature of the exchanged
information. Ideally, nothing about a user’s data should be revealed
to the OSN provider or “non-friend” users, and even her “friends”
should only learn the output of a joint computation. In this work we
propose the first security framework to capture these strong privacy
guarantees for general-purpose computation. We also achieve two
additional attractive properties: users do not need to be online while
their friends compute on their data, and any user value uploaded at
the server can be repeatedly used in multiple computations. We formalize our framework in the setting of secure multi-party computation (MPC) and provide two instantiations: the first is a non-trivial
adaptation of garbled circuits that converts inputs under different
keys to ones under the same key, and the second is based on twoparty mixed protocols and involves a novel two-party re-encryption
module. We experimentally validate the efficiency of our instantiations using state-of-the-art tools for two concrete use-cases.

1.

INTRODUCTION

Online social networks (OSNs), such as Facebook, Twitter and
LinkedIn, currently connect billions of users, allowing them to form
communities through “friendships”, and enabling them to exchange
useful information. Despite the evident benefits from vast data
sharing in such applications, privacy issues naturally arise, due to
the fact that most of the exchanged data are personal and, thus, potentially sensitive. Even in cases where the users completely trust
the OSN provider, there is always the danger that the provider suffers severe security breaches (such as the ones recently experienced
by Sony [6], Uber [13], and Ashley Madison [1]) that can compromise all the stored user personal data. Privacy in OSNs has been
studied extensively in the literature from various angles, such as
data confidentiality (e.g, [64, 47]) and access control (e.g, [19, 36]).
The aforementioned OSN privacy topics mainly address simple access of encrypted data, capturing scenarios such as friend
profile browsing (e.g., viewing of photos, posts, etc.), or Twitterlike publish-subscribe settings (e.g., following user activity and
accessing information based on hashtags). Nevertheless, they are
not suitable in OSN applications where valuable information needs
to be retrieved by carrying out a computation over one’s friends’
data. Examples of such scenarios include (but are not limited to)
geo-social services, such as Facebook’s “Nearby Friends” [5] or
1

lutions, either involve multiple service providers (e.g., [37, 52]), or
enforce some amount of user interaction upon another user’s query
(e.g., [53, 62]), or only focus on limited types of computations (e.g.,
[69, 48]). We fully survey relevant works in Section 7.
To sum up, while existing MPC approaches are interesting and
may apply in other scenarios, none of them fully complies with the
OSN setting. First, an OSN is typically hosted by a single entity
(e.g, Facebook, Twitter, etc.). Second, users may not be able to be
online or willing to actively participate in someone else’s computation and, thus, friend non-participation upon a user’s query is crucial. Third, the OSN should support any computation that the users
agree upon, in order to capture a variety of applications. Fourth,
users should be able to upload data to the OSN at any time, regardless of when computations take place. Last, the data stored at the
OSN are reusable, in the sense that the same values can participate
in multiple computations over time. In this paper we introduce a
novel MPC model tailored to address secure computation in OSNs
while complying with the above characteristics.

the involved keys should be asymptotically the same as that of the
graph, (ii) the cost to update a single data item should be constant,
and (iii) the constructions should involve lightweight cryptographic
tools, and have reasonable upload and query times.
Multi-party functionality from two-party protocols. Our approach consists in implementing a multi-party functionality, using
strictly two-party protocols run only between a single user and the
server. The idea is that all parties upload encodings of their inputs to the server, and, any time a party wishes to compute a function, the server will use her friends’ encodings and interact with the
querier to carry out the computation. This might seem relatively
easy to achieve, e.g., if the friend input encodings are all produced
under the querier’s key, or by establishing fresh shared randomness before every single computation (as in [40]). The former approach would require each friend to produce a separate encoding
of her value for each of her friends, leading to considerable overhead for upload. The latter prevents re-usability of values, forcing
friends to get involved in someone else’s computations. Therefore, the challenge in realizing the multi-party OSN functionality
from two-party protocols boils down to simultaneously achieving
re-usability, friend non-participation and efficient uploads, while
employing lightweight cryptographic primitives (such as symmetric or additively homomorphic encryption). At the core of our solutions are mechanisms for re-randomizing the encoding of the inputs
upon each computation, without involving any party except the one
requesting the computation and the server.

Model. We target a setting where there is a single server hosting
the OSN, and multiple users that form the social network. The users
essentially constitute the nodes of a graph, and two users connect
in order to form an edge and become friends. The users upload
their data to the server, and update them at any time instant (e.g.,
location check-ins). The users agree upon queries of arbitrary type
with their friends (e.g., “who is my geographically nearest friend”),
and each user issues any number of queries to the server about her
own and her friends’ data. Both upload and query execution involve
only the server and a single user (the querier), while the remaining
users are not required to participate or even be online.
We have the following three privacy goals: (i) the server learns
nothing about the user data or the query results, (ii) the querier
learns nothing about her friends’ data other than what is inferred
from the results, and (iii) the querier learns nothing about nonfriends’ data. Note that we do not consider the social graph structure to be sensitive. Moreover, we assume that every user allows
all of her friends to query on her data, i.e., “friendship” implies access control on one’s data. Hiding the graph and supporting more
sophisticated access policies are interesting problems that are orthogonal to our work.
Regarding our first privacy requirement that the server learns absolutely nothing, a straightforward observation is that, if a server
colludes with a user, at the very least it learns the query outputs
that may reveal information about the user’s friends’ inputs. Therefore, achieving this privacy guarantee in the OSN setting is impossible. To circumvent this, we impose a restriction to the adversarial
model, namely we do not tolerate server-friend collusions. This
type of security relaxation, first formalized as bounded-collusions
by Kamara at el. in [53], has since been adopted in a sequence
of works [40, 53, 55, 34, 32]. Bounded-collusions are relevant in
OSNs since the friendship between two users implies some level of
trust and, thus, acts as a safeguard. Specifically, in order to compromise a user’s data, an adversary controlling the server must either
collude with one of her friends or convince her to become friends.
Following the majority of the literature on practical MPC, we
target at semi-honest adversaries, i.e., we assume that the parties
execute the protocols correctly, but they are curious to learn each
other’s data. Nevertheless, we explain (in Section 3) the interesting challenges introduced by the presence of malicious adversaries
(who can arbitrarily deviate from the protocol) specifically in the
OSN model, and outline ways of tackling them.
In addition to privacy, we aim at constructions with practical efficiency, which is important in the OSN setting. In particular, we
impose the following performance requirements: (i) the storage of

Overview of our solutions. We design two MPC-based constructions based on two well-studied techniques for secure two-party
computation, garbled circuits [77, 78] and mixed protocols [49, 26,
56, 38] with appropriate modifications in order follow the model
stated above. Each user independently encrypts a data value under
her own key and uploads the encryption to the server with constant
cost. Now, the difficulty lies in implementing a two-party query
protocol on encryptions produced by different keys. We achieve
this by having two users exchange common secrets once upon establishing their friendship. Using these secrets, the querier can emulate a multi-party protocol by solely interacting with the server.
Our first construction is based on garbled circuits. The main
idea is that the querier prepares a selection table utilizing the common secrets during the query, which allows the server to map the
(unknown to the querier) encoded friend inputs to the encoding expected by the querier’s circuit. A similar idea was used in [63] for
a different setting, namely garbled RAMs. A positive side-effect of
this is that is eliminates the need for costly oblivious transfers (OT)
required in traditional two-party garbled circuit schemes.
Our second construction adopts the two-party mixed protocols
approach, motivated by the fact that the performance of garbled
circuits is adversely affected by functions with large circuit representation. The main idea is to substitute the parts of the computation that yield a large number of circuit gates with arithmetic
modules. The latter are implemented via two-party protocols, executed between the querier and the server involving homomorphic
ciphertexts. A core component of our solution is a novel two-party
re-encryption protocol, which enables the server to privately convert the homomorphic ciphertexts of the querier’s friends, to ciphertexts under the querier’s key. Unlike existing proxy re-encryption
schemes [18, 17, 57], our simple technique maintains the homomorphic properties of ciphertexts with practical performance, and
can be retrofitted into any existing scheme that uses (partially) homomorphic encryption (e.g., [71]), allowing computation over ciphertexts produced with different keys of collaborating users.

2

Summary of contributions. Our contributions can be summarized
as follows:
• We introduce the first MPC model that is specifically tailored
for secure computation in the OSN setting, attributing particular importance to efficiency and the concepts of friend
non-participation and data re-usability.
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• We devise two constructions that follow our MPC model,
demonstrating how two very well-studied techniques from
secure two-party computation (garbled circuits and mixed
protocols) can be adapted for use in this setting.

output

Figure 1: Examples of mixed protocols

• We illustrate the efficiency of our constructions through a
careful implementation and experimental evaluation. We study
instantiations for applications that measure closeness under
the Euclidean and the Manhattan distance metrics, which
are useful in OSNs (e.g., location closeness in Foursquare,
profile closeness in Match.com, and symptom closeness in
Doximity).

the semi-honest model. For completeness we include a detailed
description of garbled circuits in Appendix A; readers that are familiar with the concept may choose to omit that part. At a high
level the scheme works as follows: consider two parties, Uq and
S (this notation will be helpful later). Suppose that Uq wishes to
compute a function f on S’s and her own data. First Uq expresses
f as a Boolean circuit, i.e., as a directed acyclic graph of Boolean
gates such as AND and OR, and sends a “garbled” version of the
circuit to S to evaluate it using its own input. Note that Uq does not
send her inputs to S, instead her inputs are encoded into the garbled
circuit such that S can not determine what they are. Uq is typically
referred to as the garbler and S as the evaluator.

We believe that our MPC framework is a first step towards an
MPC-based treatment of secure computation in OSNs, and we hope
it can stimulate further research on the topic. Our constructions
readily extend to capture private computations also in other settings, beyond OSN, namely in scenarios where multiple parties upload their sensitive data to a centralized service, and have it securely
analyzed without interacting with each other. One important application area, here, is privacy in the big data analytics-as-a-service
(DAaaS) model (e.g., [15]) which is widely used in practice.1

2.

πf 1

Mixed protocols. In garbled circuits, even simple functions may
result in a circuit with an excessive number of gates. For instance,
textbook multiplication of two `-bit values is expressed with O(`2 )
gates. Motivated by this, many recent works (e.g. [49, 26, 56, 38])
focus on substituting a large portion of the circuit with a small number of boolean or arithmetic gates (i.e., ADD and MUL). The secure evaluation of the Boolean gates is done efficiently via garbled
circuits, while that of the arithmetic via schemes like homomorphic
encryption or arithmetic secret-sharing, yielding efficient protocols
for functionalities like comparison of encrypted values [29, 39, 20].
Such protocols, referred to as mixed protocols, also provide ways
for converting from one to the other, i.e., from garbled circuit values
to homomorphic encryptions and vice versa. Note that all possible
functions can be expressed as combinations of additions and multiplications, thus mixed protocols exist for every function. Without
loss of generality, in the sequel we assume that both parties’ initial
inputs to every mixed protocol are encrypted under an additively
homomorphic encryption scheme, and with one party’s key.
Figure 1 illustrates two examples of mixed protocols evaluating
functions f and g, denoted as πf and πg . Function f is expressed
as the composition f2 ◦ f1 , where f1 is represented with an arithmetic circuit evaluated by a homomorphic encryption protocol πf1 ,
and f2 is represented by a Boolean circuit evaluated by a garbled
circuit protocol πf2 . Moreover, there exists a secure conversion
protocol πC from homomorphically encrypted values to garbled
inputs. Function g is expressed as g2 ◦ g1 , where πg1 is based
on a garbled circuit, πg2 on homomorphic encryption, and πC 0 is
the corresponding secure conversion protocol. Since we assume
that the inputs are homomorphic encryptions, πg first requires their
conversion to garbled values via πC .
Given a function f , the challenge is in finding a decomposition to
simpler functions f1 , . . . , fn , where each fi is expressed either as a
Boolean or arithmetic circuit, such that the mixed protocol is more
efficient than evaluating f solely with a garbled circuit. [49, 26,
56, 38] addressed this challenge by providing automated tools for
decomposing certain functions, as well as appropriate conversions.
If there exist protocols for the secure evaluation of all fi ’s, and
given that the conversion protocols are secure, the composition of
these protocols securely evaluates function f [31].

PRELIMINARIES

We provide the necessary cryptographic tools and building blocks
that will be used in our constructions.
Homomorphic encryption. This is a form of encryption that allows computations directly on encrypted data without requiring decryption. In our work, we target at devising efficient constructions
and, hence, we focus on semi-homomorphic encryption schemes
that support a specific type of computation over the ciphertexts
(e.g., either addition [72] or multiplication [74]). Specifically, we
use a public-key additively homomorphic scheme (e.g., Paillier [72]).
Hereafter, [[·]]pk denotes a ciphertext encrypted with additively homomorphic encryption under key pk . When it is clear from the context we omit pk from the subscript. Given ciphertexts [[a]], [[b]] of a
and b under the same key, additively homomorphic encryption allows the computation of the ciphertext of a+b as [[a]]·[[b]] = [[a+b]],
where · denotes a certain operation on ciphertexts (e.g, modular
multiplication in Paillier). Given [[a]] it allows to efficiently compute [[au]], for a plaintext value u, by computing [[a]]u . Note that
0
[[a]]−u ≡ [[a]]u , where u0 is the additive inverse of u in the plaintext
space. Moreover, given [[a]] one can produce a fresh re-encryption
without the secret key, by generating a new encryption [[0]] of 0,
and computing [[a]] · [[0]]. Finally, existing works [35, 58], show a
simple and efficient interactive protocol for private multiplication
based on additively homomorphic encryption.
Yao’s garbled circuits [77, 78]. This is the de-facto method for
secure two-party computation, which was originally proposed for
1

E.g., applied on the threat intelligence space, where multiple ISPs continuously share
high volumes of reusable anonymized traffic data with a DAaaS provider (e.g., ATLAS
threat analysis network [2]), our framework allows an ISP to privately receive useful
feeds about the security of its own network while interacting solely with the provider—
the feeds are based on intelligence about botnets, DDoS attacks, malicious campaigns,
or advanced threats, correlated across all IPSs, yet individual traffic data is protected.

3

Private multiplication. We describe a simple and efficient private
multiplication protocol based solely on additively homomorphic
encryption [35, 58]. We assume that a party S possesses ciphertexts [[a]], [[b]] encrypted under the key of another party Uq , where
plaintexts a and b must be kept secret from Uq . The goal is for S
to compute the ciphertext of the product of a and b, i.e., [[ab]], without anyone learning a and b. Since the encryption scheme allows
only homomorphic additions, multiplication cannot be performed
by S alone. However, this can be achieved by one round of interaction between S and Uq as follows. S blinds [[a]], [[b]] with large
random values ra , rb by computing [[ã]] := [[a]] · [[ra ]] = [[a + ra ]]
and [[b̃]] := [[b]] · [[rb ]] = [[b + rb ]]. Then, she sends the blinded
encryptions to Uq who decrypts them, computes ãb̃ that is equal to
(ab + arb + bra + ra rb ), encrypts it to [[ãb̃]] and sends it back to
S. S finally computes [[ãb̃]] · [[a]]−rb · [[b]]−ra · [[−ra rb ]] = [[ab]].
This is secure in the semi-honest model, since both parties observe only “random-looking” values (encryptions for S and statistically indistinguishable from random values for Uq ). Moreover, it is
easy to show that the scheme remains secure even if the two parties
compute multiple products simultaneously.

Table 1: Summary of symbols

b
wjl

Garbled value for b = xj [l] in our generic protocol

sbjl
Tq

b
Key for selecting wjl
in our generic protocol
Selection table of Uq in our generic protocol

Ideal Functionality FOSN . Interact with a set U of users and a server S.
Initialize an empty graph G.
• Join(Ui ). Upon receiving the Join request from user Ui , check if
vertex vi already exists in G. If so, do nothing; otherwise, add vi
to G, and send (Join, Ui ) to S and (Join, ok) to Ui .
• Connect(Ui , Uj ). Upon receiving a Connect request from users
Ui , Uj , check if G contains the edge eij . If so, do nothing; otherwise, add eij to edge list E of G, and send (Connect, Uj , Ui ) to
S and (Connect, Ui , Uj , ok) to Ui and Uj .
• Upload(Ui , xi ). Upon receiving an Upload request from Ui with
input xi , if vi does not exist, then do nothing; otherwise, store xi
in vi . Finally, send (Upload, Ui ) to server S and (Upload, ok) to
Ui .
• Query(Uq , f ). Upon receiving a Query request from user Uq
for function f , retrieve the adjacent vertices of vq from G, then
compute y = f (α, xq , {xj | ∀j : Uj ∈ Gq }), where α is
a query-dependent parameter. Finally, send (out, y) to Uq and
(Query, f, Uq ) to S.

PROBLEM FORMULATION

Our setting involves a server S, and a set of users U. The server
maintains an (initially empty) undirected graph G = (V, E). A
vertex vi ∈ V represents the information that the server knows
about a user Ui ∈ U. An edge eij ∈ E between vertices vi and vj
stores information about the (bidirectional) friendship between Ui
and Uj . By Gi we denote the friend list of Ui . Table 1 summarizes
the notation used in the rest of the paper.

3.1

Meaning
User i, querier, server
Graph with vertices vi ∈ V and edges eij ∈ E
Friend list of Ui
Symmetric encryption under key k
PRF under key K
Additively homomorphic encryption under key pk
Input of Ui
Length of xi
lth bit of xi
Garbled circuit
Encryption of b = xj [l] in our generic protocol

called the simulator Sim, interacting only with the trusted party.
We formally describe our ideal functionality below, which meets
the privacy goals stated in Section 1. Note that FOSN is a reactive
functionality that responds to each message received by a party.

Comparison of homomorphically encrypted values. This refers
to computing the minimum and maximum of additively homomorphic encrypted values [[a]], [[b]] (under the same key). There is a long
line of work on private comparison of encrypted data (e.g., [76,
29]), but in these works S learns the encrypted bit of the comparison rather than the (encryption) of the actual minimum and maximum. Existing protocols that offer our desired functionality include [39, 20]. In these protocols, a party S possesses [[a]], [[b]] encrypted under the key of another party Uq . S engages in an interactive protocol with Uq and learns pair ([[min(a, b)]]0 , [[max(a, b)]]0 ),
where [[·]]0 represents a fresh re-encryption of the plaintext. We
note that although the comparison of encrypted data is done via homomorphic encryption, in some part of the protocol there exists a
subroutine for private-input comparison of unencrypted data. As
shown in [20], this subroutine is more efficiently implemented using garbled circuits. This makes private comparison a nice example
of a mixed protocol, which is secure for the same reasons explained
in private multiplication above. Moreover it is secure even if the
two parties compute multiple comparisons simultaneously.

3.

Symbol
Ui , Uq , S
G = (V, E)
Gi
Ek
FK
[[·]]pk
xi
`
xi [l]
GC
b
Xjl

Ideal world execution. Each user Ui ∈ U receives as input ini =
(1)
(2)
(Gi , xi , ri , fi ), where Gi is Ui ’s friend list, xi = (xi , xi , . . .) is
the sequence of inputs that Ui uses in her Upload queries, ri repre(1)
(2)
sents Ui ’s random tape, and fi = (fi , fi , . . .) is the functions
used in her Query requests. Gi dictates the calls to Connect, xi
the calls to Upload, and fi the calls to Query. Note that the functionality keeps only the xi value of the latest Upload. Finally, the
server’s only input is the random tape rS . Each Ui hands her ini
to the trusted party implementing FOSN , and receives only the outputs of her Query executions and the acknowledgments of the Join,
Upload and Connect requests. We denote the output of Ui from the
interaction with FOSN by outi . S receives only (ordered) notifications of the requests made by the users. We denote the output of
the server from the interaction with FOSN by outS .

Security Definition

We formalize the privacy requirements for the OSN model in
the semi-honest setting, using the ideal/real world paradigm [44].
Specifically, we first define the ideal functionality, FOSN , that captures the security properties we want to guarantee in the OSN model.
In the ideal world, FOSN is implemented by a trusted third party
that privately interacts with all parties (i.e., the users and the server),
while the latter do not interact with each other. In this setting, parties can only obtain the information allowed by FOSN . In the real
world, the trusted party is replaced by a protocol π executed jointly
by the parties. Informally, π securely realizes FOSN , if whatever
can be learned by an adversary A running the real protocol and
interacting with other parties, can be simulated by an algorithm,

Real world execution. In the real world, there exists a protocol
specification π = hU, Si, played between the users in U and the
server S. Each user Ui ∈ U has as input ini = (Gi , xi , ri , fi ), defined as in the ideal world, whereas S has random tape rS . An adversary A can corrupt either a set CorrUsers of users or the server
4
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Figure 2: Example protocol executions of our scheme

3.2

S (but not both), as per the bounded-collusions model of [54]. We
denote by viewπACorrUsers the view of the real adversary A corrupting users Ui in the set CorrUsers. This consists of the input of
every Ui ∈ CorrUsers, and the entire transcript Transi obtained
from the execution of protocol π between the server and every
Ui ∈ CorrUsers. Respectively, viewπS denotes the view of the corrupted server, which contains rS and transcripts Transi obtained
from the execution of π with every Ui ∈ U .

Our General Approach

This subsection presents an approach that is common in both our
constructions for realizing the functionality FOSN . It also provides
a more practical interpretation of the party interaction in our protocols, which will facilitate their presentation in the next sections.
The key idea in this approach is twofold: (i) every user has her
own key, which she uses to encrypt her input in Upload, and (ii)
during Connect, the two involved users exchange keys that play a
crucial role in subsequent Query executions initiated by either user.
The protocol interfaces reflecting this idea are as follows:

D EFINITION 1. A protocol π = hU, Si securely realizes the
functionality FOSN in the presence of static, semi-honest adversaries if, for all λ, it holds that:

• JoinhUi (1λ ), S(G)i: On input security parameter λ, Ui generates a key Ki and notifies the server S that she joins the
system. The output of the server is graph G 0 , where vertex vi
is added into V of G.

• (Server Corruption) There exists a PPT algorithm SimS such
that SimS (1λ , outS ) ∼
= viewAπS .
• (Users Corruption) For all sets CorrUsers ⊂ U, there exists
a PPT algorithm SimCorrUsers such that:
∼ viewAπ
SimCorrUsers (1λ , ini , outi }U ∈CorrUsers } =

• ConnecthUi (Ki ), Uj (Kj ), S(G)i: Ui and Uj establish keys
ki→j and kj→i via S, who learns about the new friendship.
S creates an edge eij that stores the two keys and adds it to
E of G. The private output of S is the updated graph G 0 .

Bounded Collusions. Note that, based on the above description,
our scheme does not allow any user to collude with the server.
However, it is straightforward to extend our security definition to
permit users that are not connected with the querier in G to collude
with the server. Intuitively, since such users share no data with the
querier, the coalition of S with them offers no additional knowledge. We choose not to formulate such collusions to alleviate our
notation.

• UploadhUi (Ki , xi ), S(G)i: User Ui encodes her data xi 2
into ci under her secret key Ki and sends it to S who stores
the received value into vi in G. For simplicity, we assume
that vi stores a single ci , and every Upload execution overwrites the previous value. The private output of S is the updated G 0 .

i

CorrUsers

• QueryhUq (Kq , α), S(G)i(f ): On input function f and auxiliary parameters α, Uq interacts with S and learns the value
y = f (α, xq , {xj | ∀j : Uj ∈ Gq }), using keys {kj→q | ∀j :
Uj ∈ Gq }.

From Semi-Honest to Malicious Model. Transitioning to the malicious model, interesting problems such as how to guarantee that
users compute the functions they agreed upon, or how to delete
a friend, arise. (Note that these are not issues in the semi-honest
model, since all parties are assumed to follow the protocol.) While
preventing a malicious user from computing arbitrary functions can
be enforced (with corresponding performance deterioration) with
standard techniques such as adding a zero-knowledge proof, there
exist malicious behaviors that are impossible to completely safeguard against in this setting.
For example, due to the fact that there is no direct interaction
between the querier and her friends, a malicious server can always launch replay attacks (i.e., where the server does not respond
with the latest version of a user’s data). Such a problem could be
addressed by external mechanisms, such as periodic user-to-user
communication, or data re-uploading at pre-defined intervals. We
leave a careful study of achieving security in the malicious model
as a challenging problem for future work.

We describe the execution of the four interfaces in Figure 2. The
left part of the figure illustrates the party interaction, whereas the
right part depicts how the server’s graph G changes by the protocol
execution. In Join, U1 simply generates her key and notifies S, who
adds v1 to the graph. In Connect, U2 and U3 establish k2→3 , k3→2
and send them to S. The latter adds edge e23 (storing the two values) to G. In Upload, U4 encodes her input x4 under her key K4
into c4 , and sends it to S who stores it in vertex v4 (overwriting
any previous value). Finally, in Query, U5 engages in a two-party
protocol with S and computes the output of a function f on α and
(x5 , x6 , x7 , x8 ). The latter are the current plain data of U5 and her
friends U6 , U7 and U8 , respectively. Observe that S possesses only
2

We assume that xi is a single value, but it is straightforward to extend our model to
the case where xi is a vector of values.
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the encryptions of these values, namely (c5 , c6 , c7 , c8 ). Note that
(c6 , c7 , c8 ) were produced by U6 , U7 , U8 with keys (K6 , K7 , K8 ),
which are not known to U5 and S. Performing the computation
without having these keys is the main challenge in the OSN model,
since U6 , U7 , U8 should not participate in this phase as imposed by
the friend non-participation property. As we shall see, our solutions
overcome this challenge using the keys k6→5 , k7→5 , k8→5 that U5
received upon connecting with U6 , U7 , U8 , respectively. The above
approach fully captures the OSN model. Furthermore, it meets the
performance requirements stated in Section 1, namely that Join,
Connect, and Upload are unaffected by the structure of the graph.
A final remark concerns our decision to store keys ki→j at the
server. Alternatively, each user Uj could store all keys ki→j locally.
However, this would lead to a linear storage cost in the number of
friends at the end of Connect at Uj . In Sections 4 and 5 we show
how to instantiate our general approach using garbled circuits and
mixed protocols, respectively.

4.
4.1
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Figure 3: Use of selection tables in garbled circuits
1
rj is a random nonce sent to S along with Xjl
(note that, if xj [l]
0
was 0, Uj would send Xjl = FKj (0, l, rj )).
In Query, Uq garbles gate A, obtaining all garbled values w,
and producing the garbled truth table for A. She then sends to S
1
the garbled truth table and her garbled value wq1
corresponding to
xq [1]. When sending the above, Uq does not know the actual value
0
1
of xj [l] and, thus, she does not know if she should send wjl
or wjl
.
Nevertheless, in Connect, Uj provided Uq with the means to help
1
0
. Specifically, S stores kj→q which en, wjl
S select between wjl
crypts Uj ’s Kj under Uq ’s public key. Uq retrieves kj→q and nonce
1
rj (uploaded by Uj along with Xjl
) from S. Next, she decrypts
Kj from kj→q and computes selection keys s0jl = FKj (0, l, rj )
and s1jl = FKj (1, l, rj ). Then, she encrypts Uj ’s possible garbled
0
1
). She
) and Es0 (wjl
values using these keys, producing Es1 (wjl
jl
jl
stores this pair in random order into a two-dimensional selection
table Tq [j, l], where rows represent Uq ’s friends and columns the
input bits. In the general construction Uq fills all the |Gq | · ` entries
of Tq and sends it to S along with the garbled circuit.
Upon receiving the garbled circuit and Tq , S attempts to decrypt
1
the values in T [j, l], using Xjl
as the decryption key. Since, by
1
1
1
. Note
construction, Xjl = sjl , S successfully decrypts only wjl
that this can be seen as an OT played between S and user Uq , where
1
S uses the knowledge of the encrypted input Xjl
to select the gar1
bled value wjl . The rest of the circuit evaluation proceeds normally,
noting that the final garbled output is decrypted by the querier (i.e.,
the output mapping to plaintext is not disclosed to the server).
The idea of mapping encoded bits (unknown to the garbler) to
the appropriate garbled values expected by a circuit, appeared first
in [63] for a different problem, namely to construct garbled RAMs.
In that setting, a single user wishes to execute a program in a RAM
outsourced to some untrusted server, without the latter ever learning the contents of the RAM. In our setting, the unknown garbled
inputs of Uq ’s friends can be perceived as the unknown state of the
server’s RAM before the evaluation of our garbled circuit.

GARBLED CIRCUIT PROTOCOL
Main Idea

Suppose querier Uq wishes to compute a function f . She first
expresses f as a Boolean circuit, garbles it (see Section 2), and
sends it to the server S along with the garbled values corresponding
to her input xq . In order to evaluate the circuit, S needs the garbled
values corresponding to the input xj of every Uj in friend list Gq of
Uq . How can S and Uq figure out which garbled values Uq should
send to S for the input xj of Uj , without knowing xj ?
There are approaches [40, 53, 55] that solve this problem by
having each friend Uj ∈ Gq interact with Uq once to agree on a
common randomness. Then, whenever Uq wishes to evaluate f , she
creates a garbled circuit using the common randomness and sends it
to S, whereas, all friends send their garbled values to S. This means
that to enable S to evaluate the circuit, all friends must actively
participate in Query. Note also that the garbled values cannot be
reused, and, thus, the friends must participate in the protocol every
time Uq executes Query. Other approaches [32, 67] instead enable
the transferring of the friends’ garbled values via an “outsourced”
OT, run between the server S, the querier Uq and each friend Uj in
Gq . This approach gets rid of the common randomness, and hence,
the pre-processing phase, but it still requires all friends to be on-line
(to run the outsourced OT) for each Query request.
We take a different approach that capitalizes on the pre-processing
phase (Connect), in a way that turns Query into a strictly two-party
protocol run between Uq and S, and no friends need to be involved.
In our solution, each user Ui has a secret key Ki for a PRF, that she
exchanges with a friend upon each Connect phase. This key exchange is done via the server, using their respective public keys.
To upload her secret input xi , Ui encodes each bit of xi as a PRF
evaluation under key Ki , and sends them to S. Finally, the Query
is performed as follows. Querier Uq first prepares a garbled circuit for the function f and sends it to S, together with the garbled
values corresponding to her own input. The garbled values of each
friend Ui are instead encrypted with keys derived from the PRF
evaluations under Ki , which S uses to evaluate the circuit.
We illustrate the above idea using the example of Figure 3 which
focuses on the evaluation of gate A as shown in Figure 10 and
demonstrates the modifications required by our scheme, compared
to standard garbled circuits. The top wire of A corresponds to the
first bit of xq (i.e., xq [1]) belonging to Uq , whereas the bottom wire
to the lth bit of xj (i.e., xj [l]) of Uj for some l ∈ [`]. Moreover,
xq [1] = 1 and xj [l] = 1. Upon Upload, Uj sends to the server an
1
encryption of xj [l] as Xjl
= FKj (1, l, rj ), where F is a PRF and

4.2

Construction

We follow the notation of Table 1 and assume that GC is constructed and evaluated as explained at a high level in Section 2,
without formalizing the algorithms to alleviate notation. Let (E, D)
denote a CPA-secure symmetric-key encryption scheme, and let
(E 0 , D 0 ) be a CPA-secure public-key encryption scheme. We assume that encryption algorithms are randomized. Let F be a PRF.
Below, we provide the formal description of our garbled circuit protocol, denoted by πGP , and state its security (proof in Appendix B.1).
1. JoinhUi (1λ ), S(G)i: On input 1λ , Ui randomly chooses a
PRF key Ki ∈ {0, 1}λ , and sends her public-key pki to S.
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Ideal Functionality Ff .

S adds vi initialized with value pki into V of G.
2. ConnecthUi (Ki ), Uj (Kj )i: Ui receives the public key pkj
of Uj from S. Sets ki→j to E 0 (pkj , Ki ) and sends it to S.
Similarly, Uj computes and sends kj→i to S. The server S
creates edge eij storing ki→j , kj→i , and adds it to E of G.

Players: user U and server S.
Input of U : The user’s secret key sk U and some auxiliary information α (potentially needed for the function).
Input of S: A vector c which consists of n inputs ci ∀i ∈ Gq .
Each value ci is an encryption using an additive homomorphic
encryption scheme under U ’s key.

3. UploadhUi (Ki , xi ), S(G)i: Ui chooses nonce ri , computes
x [l]
Xili = FKi (xi [l], l, ri ) ∀ l ∈ [`], and sends it to server S
x [1]
x [`]
with ri . S stores ci = ((Xi1i , . . . , Xi`i ), ri ) in vi .

Given the inputs of the participating parties, Ff computes f (α, x)
where xi ’s are the decryptions of the corresponding ci ’s under
sk U . The decrypted result is send to U .

4. QueryhUq (Kq , α), S(G)i(f ):
Computation at Uq
(a) Key and nonce retrieval. For each Uj ∈ Gq , retrieve
key kj→q and (latest) nonce rj from S, and decrypt
kj→q to get Kj .

Ideal world execution. In the ideal world execution both U and S
hand their inputs inq and inS to the trusted party implementing Ff .
The server S receives nothing while the user receives the output of
the function f which we denote by outU .

(b) Garbled circuit computation. Uq transforms f into a
circuit, and garbles it as GC .

Real world execution. In the real world, there exists a protocol
specification πf = hU, Si, played between U and the server S
with inputs as defined above. An adversary A can corrupt either the
user or the server S (but not both), as per the bounded-collusions
U
model of [54]. We denote by viewA
πf the view of the real adversary
A corrupting user U (which consists of the input of U ), and the
entire transcript Trans obtained from the execution of protocol πf
S
between the server and U . Respectively, viewA
πf denotes the view
of the corrupted server, containing the random tape of the server rS
and the transcript Trans obtained from the execution of πf with U .

(c) Selection table generation. For each user Uj in Gq and
index l ∈ [`]:
• Compute selection keys:
Generate s0jl = FKj (0, l, rj ), s1jl = FKj (1, l, rj ).
• Compute garbled inputs:
1
0
) us) and Es1 (wjl
Produce encryptions Es0 (wjl
jl
jl
ing the selection keys.
• Set selection table entry:
1
0
) into Tq [j, l] in a
) and Es1 (wjl
Store Es0 (wjl
jl
jl
random order.

D EFINITION 2. A protocol πf = hU, Si securely realizes the
functionality Ff in the presence of static, semi-honest adversaries
if, for all λ, it holds that:

(d) Circuit transmission. Send GC , Tq to S.
Computation at S

• (Server Corruption) ∃ PPT algorithm SimS
f such that:
AS
λ
∼
SimS
f (1 , inS , outS ) = viewπf

(a) Decrypt the correct garbled values of each Uj ∈ Gq
x [l]
from Tq , using the encoding Xjlj for each l ∈ [`].

• (User Corruption) ∃ PPT algorithm SimU
f such that:

(b) Evaluate GC and send the output to Uq .

AU
λ
∼
SimU
f (1 , inq , outU ) = viewπf

Result retrieval at Uq
Obtain the result y by decoding the circuit output.

Let πf be a mixed protocol that securely realizes Ff as discussed
in Section 2, which is executed by the server S and the querier Uq .
Assume that S possesses the values of Uq and her friends, homomorphically encrypted under the Uq ’s key. These constitute the
input to πf . In this case, S and Uq can securely evaluate f upon
Query by executing πf . The challenge lies in bringing the inputs of
Uq ’s friends into homomorphic encryptions under Uq ’s key, without necessitating friend participation in Query. A naive solution
would be to have every user send her input to S during Upload, encrypted under all of her friends’ keys. This would allow the server
to readily have all inputs in the right form upon Uq ’s Query, but it
would also violate our performance requirement for Upload, since
the cost would be linear in the number of friends.
In our proposed approach, each user uploads only a single encryption of her input (under her own key), rendering the cost of
Upload independent of the number of her friends. In addition,
during Connect, each friend Uj of the querier Uq provides her
with the means (namely through the kj→q key shown in Figure 2)
to re-encrypt Uj ’s input into a homomorphic ciphertext under the
querier’s key. We illustrate Query using the example of Figure 4,
which depicts the alterations we perform to the two-party mixed
protocols of Figure 1. Initially, the input is the set of Uq ’s and her
friends’ values, each encrypted with their corresponding keys. S

T HEOREM 1. If F is a PRF, (E, D) is a symmetric-key CPAsecure encryption scheme, (E 0 , D 0 ) is a public-key CPA-secure encryption scheme, the garbling scheme satisfies privacy and obliviousness, and assuming secure channels between S and the users,
then protocol πGP securely realizes FOSN according to Definition 1.

5.
5.1

MIXED PROTOCOL
Main Idea

Sharing the motivation of mixed protocols, in this section we explore an alternative construction for evaluating function f in the
OSN model, which combines garbled circuits with additive homomorphic encryption.
Recall from Section 3.2 that our general approach for designing private constructions for the OSN model entails only two-party
interactions. Let Ff denote the functionality that evaluates f on input homomorphically encrypted values. We provide below a formal
definition of Ff in the semi-honest setting and using the real/ideal
paradigm. In this work we define the function f to operate over
additively homomorphic ciphertexts when also given as input the
decryption key.
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Uq ’s key, without the participation of Uj . Moreover, it is crucial
that c0j is an encryption under an (additive) homomorphic scheme,
because this will subsequently be forwarded to the two-party mixed
protocol (πf ) that expects homomorphically encrypted inputs.
We provide now a formal definition of the re-encryption functionality FRE in the semi-honest setting and using the real/ideal
paradigm. Let Λ1 = (E 0 1 , D 0 1 ) and Λ2 = (E2 , D2 ) denote two
encryption schemes where E 0 i denotes the encryption function and
D 0 i denotes the decryption function, for i ∈ {1, 2}.

πRE : Two-party re-encryption protocol
πf : Two-party evaluation of f
πg : Two-party evaluation of g

πf 2
GC

output

πC ′

πg 2

C'

HE

πg

output

Ideal Functionality FRE [Λ1 , Λ2 ].

Figure 4: Augmenting two-party mixed protocols with reencryption modules

Players: user U and server S.
Public input: pk 1 , pk 2 .
Input of U : secret keys sk 1 , sk 2 .
Input of S: encryption c1 under scheme Λ1 .
FRE computes m = D 0 1 (c1 , sk 1 ). If m = ⊥, sends ⊥
to both players and halt. Else, compute c2 = E 0 2 (m, pk 2 ).
(If Λ2 is a symmetric-encryption scheme, then compute c2 =
E 0 2 (m, sk 2 )). Send c2 to S, and send ack to U .

and Uq run a secure re-encryption protocol πRE (detailed in Section 5.3) on these values. At the end of this protocol, S obtains
all users’ values freshly encrypted under Uq ’s homomorphic key,
while Uq learns nothing. Then, Uq and S execute the mixed protocol πf in an identical manner to Figure 1.

5.2

Construction

Throughout this section, we utilize the symbols summarized in
Table 1. πRE represents a protocol implementing the re-encryption
functionality FRE , fully described in Section 5.3. The protocol πf
is executed between a server S holding a sequence of encrypted
values ([[x1 ]]pk q , [[x2 ]]pk q , . . .), and Uq holding pk q . At the end
of the execution, Uq receives y = f (α, . . . , xq , . . .), whereas S
receives nothing. Below, we describe our mixed protocol, denoted
by πMP , and state its security (proof in Appendix B.2).

For greater generality, we defined functionality FRE as parameterized by two encryptions schemes: Λ1 , Λ2 . FRE is a two-party
functionality executed between a user U and a server S. The user
holds two secret keys sk 1 for encryption scheme Λ1 and sk 2 for
encryption scheme Λ2 . The server S holds an encryption c1 under scheme Λ1 . In the definition, we do not make any assumption
about the type of encryption scheme. In our actual implementation, we istantiate Λ2 with an additively homomorphic encryption
scheme (which was denoted by [[·]] in our construction) and Λ1 is
just a symmetric encryption scheme based on PRF F .

1. JoinhUi (1λ ), S(G)i: On input the security parameter λ, Ui
generates a PRF key Ki , and notifies S that she joins the
system by sending pk i . S adds node vi (initialized with pk i )
to graph G.

Ideal world execution. In the ideal world execution both U and S
hand their inputs inq and inS to the trusted party implementing FRE .
Party S receives the result of the re-encryption while U receives an
acknowledge message ack . We denote the output of the server from
the interaction with FOSN by outS .

2. ConnecthUi (Ki ), Uj (Kj ), S(G)i: Users Ui and Uj after receiving each other public keys from S, they compute kj→i =
[[Kj ]]pki , ki→j = [[Ki ]]pkj respectively, and send them to S.
Then, S creates an edge eij in G storing the two values.

Real world execution. In the real world, there exists a protocol
specification πRE = hU, Si, played between U and the server S
with inputs as defined above. An adversary A corrupts either the
user or the server S (but not both), as per the bounded-collusions
U
model of [54]. We denote by viewA
πRE the view of the adversary
A corrupting user U (consisting of U ’s input), and the transcript
Trans obtained from the execution of protocol πRE between the
S
server and U . Respectively, viewA
πRE denotes the view of the corrupted server, which contains the random tape of the server rS and
the transcript Trans obtained from the execution of πRE with U .

3. UploadhUi (Ki , xi ), S(G)i: User Ui picks a random nonce
ri , computes ρi = FKi (ri ), and sends ci = (xi + ρi , ri ) to
S, who stores it into vi in G.
4. QueryhUq (Kq , α), S(G)i(f ): User Uq and S run πRE , where
Uq has as input Kq and S has G. Recall that G contains cj
and kj→q for every friend Uj of Uq . The server receives
as output [[xj ]]pkq , where xj is the private input of a friend
Uj . Subsequently, S and Uq execute πf , where S uses as input the ciphertexts [[xj ]]pkq , along with [[α]]pkq which is provided by the querier. At the end of this protocol, Uq learns
y = f (α, xq , {xj | ∀j : Uj ∈ Gq }).

D EFINITION 3. A protocol πRE = hU, Si securely realizes the
functionality FRE in the presence of static, semi-honest adversaries
if, for all λ, it holds that:
• (Server Corruption) ∃ PPT algorithm SimS
RE such that:

T HEOREM 2. If F is a PRF and the homomorphic public-key
encryption scheme is CPA-secure, assuming secure channels between S and the users, and assuming πRE and πf to securely realize functionalities FRE and Ff , respectively, our protocol πMP
securely realizes FOSN according to Definition 1.

5.3

AS
λ
∼
SimS
RE (1 , inS , outS ) = viewπRE

• (User Corruption) ∃ PPT algorithm SimU
RE such that:
AU
λ
∼
SimU
RE (1 , inq , outU ) = viewπRE

Re-encryption Protocol

Our re-encryption protocol πRE implements FRE which is a twoparty functionality executed between the server S and a querier Uq .
Let cj be the ciphertext of input xj of user Uj (under Uj ’s key),
stored at S. The goal is to switch cj into a new ciphertext c0j under

The above can be achieved via the well-known notion of proxy
re-encryption [25, 51]. Specifically, Uj can provide S with a proxy
re-encryption key kj→q for Uq during Connect. S can then reencrypt cj into c0j using kj→q in Query, without interacting with
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either Uj or Uq . Nevertheless, recall that πRE needs the resulting
c0j to be additive homomorphic. Therefore, this approach needs the
proxy re-encryption scheme to also be additive homomorphic. One
such candidate is the classic ElGamal-like scheme of [18], which
is multiplicative homomorphic, but can be turned into additive homomorphic by a simple “exponential ElGamal” trick. The problem
of this modified scheme is that it requires a small message domain,
since decryption entails a discrete logarithm computation. Even if
the x values are indeed small in a variety of applications, all existing mixed protocols frequently inject some large (e.g., 100-bit)
randomness ρ into the homomorphically encrypted value x (for example, in the HE to GC conversion protocol πC in Figure 4), necessitating afterwards the decryption of (the large) x + ρ instead
of x. This renders the scheme inefficient in our context. To the
best of our knowledge, the only other proxy re-encryption schemes
with additive homomorphic properties are based on lattices [17,
57], whose efficiency is rather limited for practical purposes.
Our alternative approach can be efficiently implemented with
any additive homomorphic scheme and a PRF. The key idea is to
engage the server S and the querier Uq in a single-round interaction
that does not reveal anything to Uq . We illustrate our protocol in
Figure 5 for the re-encryption of cj (produced with Uj ’s key) to c0j
under Uq ’s key. S has as input cj (obtained during Uj ’s Upload)
and kj→q (obtained during the execution of Connect between Uq
and Uj ), whereas Uq has key sk q . In the following, [[·]] denotes
a homomorphic ciphertext under Uq ’s key. S first parses cj as
(xj + ρj , rj ) in Step 1. She then picks a random value ρ∗ from
an appropriate large domain and computes c∗j = xj + ρj + ρ∗
to statistically hide xj + ρj (Steps 2-3). Subsequently, she sends
c∗j , rj , kj→q to Uq (Step 4). The latter decrypts kj→q using sk q to
retrieve Kj , then computes c∗j −FKj (rj ) to remove randomness ρj ,
homomorphically encrypts the result under pk q and sends it back
to S (Steps 5-7). Finally, S computes [[ρ∗ ]]−1 and uses it to remove
ρ∗ from the received ciphertext. The final output is c0j = [[xj ]], i.e.,
Uj ’s original input encrypted under Uq ’s key.
The above protocol can also be extended to accommodate the simultaneous conversion of all ciphertexts cj such that Uj is a friend
of Uq , into homomorphic ciphertexts c0j under Uq ’s key. We state
the security of the described πRE protocol in the following lemma
and provide the proof in Appendix B.3.

∗
4. send cj , rj and

5. decrypt [[Kj ]]
6. compute

1. parse cj as (xj + ρj , rj )
∗
2. pick random ρ
3. compute

(xj + ρj ) + ρ∗ = c∗j

kj→q = [[Kj ]]

[[c∗j − FKj (rj )]] =
∗
[[xj + ρ∗ ]]
7. send [[xj + ρ ]]
8. compute

[[xj + ρ∗ ]] · [[ρ∗ ]]−1 = [[xj ]]

Figure 5: The re-encryption protocol πRE

excellent performance for circuit garbling and evaluation. This system supports two important optimizations, namely free-XOR [59]
and row-reduction [69], which greatly reduce the size of the garbled
circuit, as well as the time to garble and evaluate it. Existing compilers (e.g., [65, 56]) for constructing the necessary Boolean circuits for our use cases are not directly compatible with JustGarble.
Thus, we designed the necessary circuits ourselves, using the basic
building blocks that come with JustGarble and employing heuristic
optimizations for reducing the number of non-XOR gates.
Recall that the goal of mixed protocols is to implement operations, which would otherwise be represented by a large circuit, with
lightweight cryptographic tools. The challenge in any use case is to
decompose the query function into such efficiently implementable
operations. There exists recent literature that addresses this challenge; for instance, [56] studies function decomposition into mixed
protocols, whereas [38] materializes such decompositions into concrete implementations. Our mixed protocol approach can directly
benefit from such works, especially for elaborate functions where
the decomposition is non-trivial. Our use cases involve rather simple functions, which we can easily and efficiently express with the
cryptographic tools described in Section 2. We explain the design
of our two mixed protocols in detail in Appendix C. In our experiments, we used the Paillier crypto-system implementation of [3] for
the additive homomorphic scheme. For oblivious transfers (OT),
we used the code of [80] that implements the OT of [68] with the
extension of [50], over an elliptic curve group instantiated with the
Miracl C/C++ library [9]. When possible, we used the standard
ciphertext-packing method to save communication cost when transmitting multiple homomorphic ciphertexts.
We next report our experimental findings from evaluating our
garbled circuit and mixed protocol solutions for the two use cases.
Our goal is to demonstrate that our constructions offer practical efficiency in real OSNs. Moreover, we aim to point out the excellent
computational performance of the garbled circuit approach in both
the Manhattan and Euclidean distance. Finally, we exhibit the significant communication cost reductions achieved by our mixed protocol over its counterpart, specifically for the Euclidean distance, at
the price of some increased computational overhead at the client.

L EMMA 1. If F is a PRF and the additive homomorphic scheme
is CPA-secure, πRE is secure in the presence of static semi-honest
adversaries, under the standard secure MPC definition of [43].

6.

S(cj , kj→q )

Uq (sk q )

EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION

In this section we experimentally evaluate our two schemes for
two concrete use cases.
We consider a setting where the input of each user is a vector of
elements, and the query returns the (squared) Euclidean or Manhattan distance to the querier’s input vector. We focus on these two
metrics because (i) they are used extensively in location-based applications (e.g., where the inputs are geographical coordinates and
the query returns the friend with the smallest distance), and (ii) they
entail different arithmetic operations (recall that the performance of
a garbled circuit or mixed protocol is tightly dependent on the types
of operations involved). Our goal is to demonstrate the flexibility
of our schemes, and highlight the importance of certain implementation choices. For simplicity, we focus on returning the smallest
distance, rather than the identity of the closest friend (which can
be done easily in garbled circuits and with a standard technique in
mixed protocols, e.g., see [39, 20]).
We used JustGarble [22], one of the state-of-the-art tools with

Setup. We tested our four instantiations, namely our garbled circuit protocol for the Euclidean and Manhattan case (referred to
as GP-Euc and GP-Man, respectively), and their mixed protocol
counterparts (referred to as MP-Euc and MP-Man, respectively).
We used a 64-bit machine with an Intel R CoreTM i5-2520M CPU
at 2.50 GHz and 16GB RAM, running Linux Ubuntu 14.04. We
employed the OpenSSL AES implementation [10] for PRF evaluation and symmetric key encryption, leveraging the AES-NI capa9
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bility [46] of our testbed CPU. Regarding key-lengths, for Paillier
we used a 2048-bit group, for AES we chose 128-bit keys, and for
OT we utilized a 256-bit elliptic curve group of prime order. Finally, we set the length of the statistically hiding randomness (e.g.,
ρ in our re-encryption protocol) to 100 bits.
We assess the following costs: the size of the garbled circuit
in GP-Euc and GP-Man, the communication cost as the sum of
bytes communicated over the channel between two parties, and the
computational cost at each party in all methods. Note that we focus
only on Query, since the corresponding costs for Join, Upload, and
Connect are negligible in our constructions. We vary the number
of friends (10, 100, 1000), the bit length of each value in the input
vector of a user (16, 32, 64), and the number of dimensions (1,
2, 4). In each experiment, we vary one parameter fixing the other
two to their default values (the middle ones). For the computational
overhead, we run each experiment 100 times and report the average
(wall-clock) time.

input element bits. This impacts the communication cost accordingly, since the querier must send a number of garbling values per
gate. The overhead of MP-Euc is approximately an order of magnitude smaller than that of GP-Euc (e.g., ∼33MB vs. ∼346MB for
1000 friends). For the case of Manhattan, the corresponding gap
is smaller, due to its substantially smaller circuit size. Note that
the communication cost in MP-Man is larger than that of MP-Euc.
This is because, recall, MP-Man involves two comparison stages;
one during distance computation (due to the absolute values) and
one for the final comparison phase.
Figures 6(b) and 7(b) show the same two costs for variable bit
sizes, setting the number of friends to 100 and dimensions to 2.
The circuit size for the Euclidean case grows more steeply with
the number of bits; when the bit size doubles, the number of gates
almost quadruples. This is expected due to the quadratic (in the
bit size) complexity of multiplication. This is not true for the case
of Manhattan, where the size roughly doubles when doubling the
bit size. The circuit size trend carries over in the communication
cost for the garbled circuit approaches. For the mixed protocols,
the communication cost grows linearly, but less severely than when
varying the number of friends. The reason is that the main cost in
these schemes stems mostly from transmitting the necessary garbled schemes the size of which is dominated by the statistical randomness that is fixed to 100 bits (and thus it is independent of the
variable parameter).
Figures 6(c) and 7(c) illustrate the circuit size and communication overhead as a function of the number of dimensions, for 100

Circuit size and bandwidth cost. Our first set of experiments evaluates the circuit size (in terms of number of non-XOR gates) in the
garbled circuit instantiations, and the communication cost (in MB)
in all methods. The results are shown in Figures 6 and 7, respectively. In Figures 6(a) and 7(a) we vary the number of friends, while
fixing the bit size to 32 and the dimensions to 2. The circuit size
grows linearly in the number of friends for both distance functions.
In the Euclidean case, the circuit is an order of magnitude larger
than in Manhattan. This is due to the multiplications Euclidean involves, which require a quadratic number of gates in the number of
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friends and 32-bit inputs. There is a linear dependence between
the number of dimensions and that of required gates and, therefore, both performance metrics grow linearly for the case of garbled circuits. The same is true for MP-Man, since it entails one
absolute value computation per dimension. In the case of MP-Euc
there is one multiplication component per dimension and, hence,
the communication cost scales linearly as well. However, contrary
to MP-Man, MP-Euc involves a comparison protocol only in the
final stage: as we explained above, this component receives inputs
with a fixed 100-bit length, which is independent of the number of
dimensions. Since this component introduces the dominant communication cost, the total overhead is marginally affected by the
number of dimensions.

A general observation regarding the garbled circuit approaches is
that, for all varied parameters, the cost at the server is significantly
smaller than that at the client. This is due to the fact that the server
performs only symmetric key operations (for extracting the garbled
inputs from the selection table and evaluating the garbled circuit),
whereas the client also has to decrypt the keys established with her
friends during the connection phase, using public-key operations.
Finally, regarding the individual curves in the plots, note that they
follow similar trends to the corresponding ones in Figure 7, for the
same reasons we explained for the communication cost.
Summary and discussion. The concrete takeaways from our experimental evaluation are the following: (i) Our garbled circuit approaches feature excellent computational times for all our tested
settings, which are in the order of a few milliseconds for most scenarios. (ii) The garbled circuits may incur an excessive communication cost for the Euclidean distance (more than 300MBs for
the case of 1000 friends). This further affects the total query time,
which may become dominated by the transmission time in a typical
network (e.g., the average upload speed in the US is about 6.8 Mbps
according to [7]). (iii) Our mixed protocols are very beneficial for
the Euclidean case, reducing the communication cost by approximately 10x. (iv) In our implementation, the mixed protocols incur
higher computational times than their counterparts, as they entail
numerous public key operations in order to manipulate the Paillier
ciphertexts, yet they still offer reasonable performance.
In overall, our experiments confirm that both our schemes are
practical for use in the OSN setting, offering different computa-

Computational cost. The second set of our experiments assesses
the computational cost at the querier and the server upon Query,
and the results are illustrated in Figures 8 and 9. A general observation is that the computation time in the garbled circuit approaches is extremely small due to our selection table technique
that eliminates the need for oblivious transfers, as well as the very
efficient implementation of JustGarble. Our mixed protocols feature a higher overhead (at both the client and the server) than their
counterparts, because they entail expensive public-key operations
(mainly for homomorphic encryptions and decryptions, but also for
the base OTs). Still, the computation times for our mixed protocol
schemes are realistic even for our largest tested parameters. In most
cases the overhead for both querier and server is below 3 seconds,
whereas even for 1000 friends it is below 14 seconds.
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tion/communication trade-offs. It is beyond the scope of our paper
to advocate one solution over the other for the general case; the relative performance of the two approaches is highly dependent on the
query function, whereas there is ongoing research of great interest
that can help optimize both alternatives. For example, the recently
introduced half-gate optimization of [79] can help reduce the garbled circuit size, whereas [38] shows how one can achieve faster
mixed protocols using arithmetic shares. We hope that our work
can serve as a starting point for designing a wide and diverse set of
efficient secure schemes for the OSN model.

7.

duced?” A naive approach is to assume a common key for all users.
This contradicts our security requirement about collusions, since
the querier’s privacy is compromised if a non-friend discloses the
key to the server. Another approach is to allow users to have their
own secret/ public key pair. During an upload, the user computes
one encryption of her data for each one of her friends (using their
corresponding public keys). Upon a query, the server computes the
function over the ciphertexts under the querier’s key. This approach
violates our performance requirement for the Upload cost to be independent of the number of friends.
A third alternative is to use the multi-key FHE scheme introduced
by Lopez et el. in [62], where they introduced “on-the-fly MPC”.
In that model, each user utilizes her personal key to encrypt her
input, yet the scheme achieves homomorphic evaluation on the ciphertexts produced by all the different keys. However, once the
output ciphertext is homomorphically computed, no single user can
decrypt it: instead, the users will have to jointly recover the result
by executing an MPC protocol, during which all of them have to
be online. Again, this solution does not fit our model where only
the querier should be online during her query. In addition, all FHE
schemes are currently prohibitively expensive to use in practice.
Functional encryption [28] (and more specifically multi-input
functional encryption [45]) is another powerful cryptographic primitive, where a querier provides the server with the capability to compute the plaintext result of a function on ciphertexts under her public key. Unfortunately, we are not aware of any multi-input functional encryption technique that does not involve the interaction of
all users during a pre-processing stage to set up the functional key.
Furthermore, similar to FHE, functional encryption entails excessive performance overheads. Finally, moving to the stratosphere
of Cryptography, program obfuscation [41] can replace the garbled
circuit in our first construction with an “obfuscated” version of the
function. This obviates the need for generating a fresh garbled circuit for each query. While this is a very promising technology, it is
of purely theoretical interest at this stage.

RELATED WORK

Privacy in OSNs has been vastly studied from various aspects.
For instance, some works focus on encrypting the user data before
uploading them to the OSN server, and enforcing access policies
that dictate who can download and decrypt them (e.g., [19, 36]).
Others target particular applications of OSNs (such as locationbased services) and enable users to securely perform a very specialized computation on their friends’ data (e.g., proximity testing [70,
66, 61]). To the best of our knowledge, there is no work that formulates general-purpose secure computation in OSNs. Therefore, surveying the immense literature in OSN privacy is beyond the scope
of our work. Instead, we focus on the MPC literature, which is
more closely related to our actual solutions.
There exists a wide range of MPC formulations and practical
constructions. We describe the ones that are most relevant to ours
and, more specifically, the server-aided models, highlighting the
differences with our setting.
Works in the server-aided model employ one or more untrusted
servers to alleviate storage, communication, or computation costs
from the users. In the following, we discuss why no existing work,
to the best of our knowledge, fully captures the OSN model. We
categorize these schemes into: single and multiple-server. Multipleserver approaches [37, 27, 67, 52] involve two or more providers,
requiring at the very least that one of them is non-colluding. We are
not aware of any OSN application administrated by different entities that can guarantee this non-collusion property thus we focus
only on single-server schemes.
In [48], each user uploads her data to a server independently, and
once everyone’s data is uploaded, the server evaluates the function
and sends the output back to the users. This interaction pattern requires users to upload a new encoding of their (possibly unchanged)
inputs upon each computation, which does not fit in our OSN model
(where users perform an Upload only if their input has changed).
This is because, in [48], multiple evaluations on the same encodings
can lead to an attack if the server colludes with a user. Our model
rules out this attack by imposing the bounded-collusion limitation.
[40, 53, 55] introduce single-server constructions, which require
all users to communicate with each other in a pre-processing phase,
and with the server upon each query. Hence, they violate the friend
non-participation property. [34, 32] eliminate the need for preprocessing, but they still mandate that all users must be online to
communicate with the server upon each query.
Finally we should discuss schemes that could be adapted to the
OSN model by utilizing heavyweight cryptographic tools. Fullyhomomorphic encryption (FHE) [42, 30] is a powerful cryptographic
tool that allows the evaluation of any function over ciphertexts.
Therefore, FHE is trivially applicable to our model by having the
users upload their encrypted data to the server, who can homomorphically evaluate the function without their participation. However,
besides the fact that even state-of-the-art FHE schemes are still too
inefficient for practical use, a more important question for applying FHE in our setting is: “under what key is each ciphertext pro-

8.

CONCLUSION

In this work, we introduced the first framework for secure generalpurpose computation in online social networks (OSNs), and designed two novel and practical constructions based on secure multiparty computation. We focused on properties that are particularly
important in real-world OSNs, namely non-participation of friends
during a user’s query, re-usability of data uploaded to the server,
and efficiency for all types of interaction among the involved parties. Both our schemes build around the idea of realizing a multiparty functionality from two-party protocols. Our first construction
relies on pure garbled circuits, coupled with a translation technique
that enables the server and the querier to carry out the computation
by themselves. Our second construction is a mixed protocol, which
achieves the same goal through a novel re-encryption technique for
homomorphic schemes. We experimentally demonstrated the feasibility of our solutions for realistic use cases, identifying various
communication/computation trade-offs.
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Figure 10: A garbled circuit example
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GARBLED CIRCUITS

cannot map them to 0 or 1, thus Uq ’s input is protected. The challenge is for S to retrieve the w values corresponding to her own
1
1
), without Uq learning which values S needs.
, wS2
input (i.e., wS1
This is achieved through a two-party protocol called (1-out-of-2)
oblivious transfer (OT) [73]. Briefly stated, and focusing on the
first bit of S’s input, S can retrieve via OT from Uq exactly one
1
0
), without Uq learning which of the two.
, wS1
value from pair (wS1
This implies that S and Uq must execute (in parallel) an OT protocol for every bit of S’s input. After retrieving the w values for
all input wires, S can evaluate the circuit on her own, and send the
output bit (1 in our example) to Uq .
If Uq does not wish S (the evaluator) to learn the output, she
can omit sending to S the final output mapping, and instead store it
locally. This property is called obliviousness [23].
Finally, note that there exist practical implementations of garbled
circuits with very efficient garbling and evaluation tools (e.g., [22,
75]), as well as compilers for translating a program written in a
high-level language directly into a Boolean circuit (e.g., [65, 49]).

There are two parties, the garbler Uq and the evaluator S. We
illustrate circuit garbling and evaluation with a concrete example
in Figure 10, which depicts a Boolean circuit of two AND gates
A, B and an OR gate C. The input bitstring to the circuit is 10 for
Uq and 11 for S. The circuit first computes the bitwise AND of
the two inputs and forwards the results to the OR gate. We explain
in turn the garbling and evaluation phases below. During garbling,
Uq picks two random values for the two possible bits of each wire
of the circuit. We refer to these values as garbled values. Specifically, assuming that the first (second) bit of Uq ’s and S’s inputs
1
0
1
0
, wS1
are inserted into gate A (resp. B), Uq selects wq1
, wq1
, wS1
1
0
1
0
1
0
1
0
, wB
, wB
, wA
). Similarly, Uq picks wA
, wS2
(resp. wq2
, wq2
, wS2
for the possible outputs of gates A and B respectively. Finally, Uq
generates the two possible values of gate C (i.e., of the function
1
0
. Mnemonically, the subscript of a w value in, wC
f ), namely wC
dicates the origin of the wire (gate or party’s input), whereas the
superscript indicates the wire’s plaintext bit. Subsequently, Uq creates a garbled truth table for every gate. We explain this only for
gate A (the other gates are similar). For instance, consider row
(1, 1) → 1 of the truth table of the AND gate A, which on input 1, 1
1
1
outputs 1. The inputs correspond to values wq1
, wS1
, respectively,
1
1
1
, wS1
as keys
. Using wq1
whereas the output corresponds to wA
in an encryption function E of a symmetric encryption scheme,
1
Uq double-encrypts this A’s output as Ew1 (Ew1 (wA
)). Observe
q1

1
wA

B.
B.1

PROOFS
Proof of Theorem 1

P ROOF. We analyze two cases: (i) server corruption, and (ii)
user corruption.
Server Corruption. We need to show that the view of the server
S can be simulated by a simulator that only knows the graph G,
and the interface calls (i.e., calls to Join, Connect, Upload, Query)
made by the users.
The view of the server consists of:

S1

1
1
wq1
, wS1
.

that one can retrieve
if and only if she possesses both
Uq produces a similar encryption for every row of the truth table of
gate A and sends them to S, permuted to hide the order of the rows.
0
1
Uq also sends the output wire values wC
, wC
with their mapping
to 0 and 1, respectively. S eventually receives the Boolean circuit
along with the three truth tables and the output mapping shown in
Figure 10.
During evaluation, S must retrieve the w value of the output wire
of the circuit. Observe that, if she knows the w value of each input wire of a gate, she can easily discover its output value. For
1
1
example, if she has wq1
, wS1
, she can decrypt every value in the
1
truth table until she finds the correct value wA
(assuming that the
encryption scheme allows detection of decryptions under an incorrect key). S receives the w values corresponding to Uq ’s inputs
1
0
(wq1
, wq2
) from Uq in the clear. Since these are random values, S

1. Key Encodings ki→j . Each value ki→j is an encryption of
the PRF key Ki of user Ui , under public key pkj of user Uj .
x [l]

2. Inputs encodings Xili , for Ui ∈ G and l ∈ [`]. These values
are PRF evaluations.
3. Selection tables Tq [j, l]. These are encryptions of the garbled
values necessary to evaluate the garbled circuit. The server
is able to decrypt some the correct garbled values by using
x [l]
inputs Xili as keys.
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H1i,j (Replacing keys ki→j with encryptions of 0 – CPA security). In this sub-sequence of hybrids we compute the encoded key ki→j as E 0 (pkj , 0) instead of E 0 (pkj , Ki ), for
Ui , Uj ∈ Gi . (Consequently, in the Query phase, the selection tables are computed using knowledge of the PRF key Ki
rather than decrypting ki→j using pkj ).
Assume there is a distinguisher between hybrid games H1i,j
and H1i,j+1 then we can construct a distinguisher for the CPAsecurity of the underlying encryption scheme. The reduction will compute all values as in hybrid H1i,j except that key
ki→j+1 is computed by the external CPA-challenger. That is,
the reduction forwards messages m0 = Ki , m1 = 0 to the
CPA-challenger, and obtain the encryptions c∗ that is used to
set key ki→j+1 . If the CPA-challenger chooses bit b = 0 then
c∗ = E 0 (pkj , Ki ) and the view computed by the reduction
is distributed according to hybrid H1i,j . Otherwise, if b = 1,
then c∗ = E 0 (pkj , 0) and the view computed is distributed
according to hybrid H1i,j+1 . Therefore, any adversary distinguishing H1i,j from H1i,j+1 with non-negligible probability,
will break the IND-CPA security with the same probability,
hence reaching a contradiction.
Note that hybrid H0 = H10,0 corresponds to the case where
no key is replaced with the encryption of 0, while the last
game H1n,n corresponds to the case in which for all j, i, ki→j
is replaced with E 0 (pkj , 0).

4. Garbled circuits GC 1 , GC 2 , . . ..
Intuitively, due to the CPA-security of the underlying encryptions schemes, and the pseudo-randomness of F , the server S will
be able to decrypt only one ciphertext from each selection table and,
thus, learn only the prescribed garbled values required for evaluating each garbled circuit. Then, the security and obliviousness property of the garbling scheme guarantees that the server does not even
learn anything about the output of the garbled circuit. Therefore,
the simulator can easily generate the server’s view, by computing
all ciphertexts and PRF evaluations on random inputs and sending
simulated garbled circuits.
We now prove the above intuition more formally, by (1) providing the formal description of the simulator and (2) proving that the
view generated by the simulator is indistinguishable from the view
generated in the real world execution.
Simulator. The simulator computes the view of the server S as follows. For each Join made by user Ui , SimS will just sample a
public key pki . For each Connect between Ui and Uj , SimS will
compute the key ki→j by encrypting the 0 string (instead of a PRF
key). For any Upload made by Ui , SimS samples a vector of ` + 1
random values of appropriate length and set the encoding of the input ci , to be such vector. Upon each Query, SimS will compute a
simulated garbled circuit running the simulator SimGC associated
to the garbling scheme. Due to the obliviousness property of the
underlying garbling scheme, SimGC will not take any value in input, except the security parameter. SimGC outputs the simulated
garbled circuit GC and the garbled values wjl . To compute the
selection tables, SimS will compute one entry of the selection table by encrypting each value wjl with the (random) keys generated
for user Uj in the most updated Upload phase. The other entry
is instead computed by encrypting random values. The formal description follows. Let n be the number of users.
Simulator: Formal Description. SimS (1λ , outS )
Input. outS contains the list of Join, Connect, Upload, Query
executed by each users Ui with i ∈ [n].

H2i (Replacing the PRF evaluations with random values – PRF
security) In this sequence of hybrid games we replace the
encoding of the input xi of each user Ui ∈ U with random
x [l]
∗
is a random value instead of
values. That is, Xili = ril
being computed as FKi (xi [l], l, ri ) (and consequently, in the
∗
Query phase, the selection tables are computed using such ril
rather then using the key Ki ).
The difference between hybrid H2i−1 and H2i is that in H2i the
inputs for Ui are encoded using random values. Assume there
is a distinguisher between H2i−1 and H2i then we can construct a distinguisher for the pseudo-randomness of F . The
reduction will compute all values as in H2i−1 except that valx [l]
ues Xili are computed by invoking an external oracle. If the
oracle is a PRF, then the view obtained is distributed as game
H2i−1 , otherwise, if the oracle is implementing a truly random function, it is distributed as in game H2i . Therefore, any
adversary distinguishing H2i−1 from H2i with non-negligible
probability, will break the pseudo-randomness with the same
probability, hence yielding a contradiction.
This sequence of hybrid goes from H21 where inputs of user
Ui are encoded with random values, to H2n where inputs of
all n users are encoded with random values 3
U1 to Un . Note that hybrid H1n,n = H20 where all inputs
are encoded with pseudo-random values, and that H2n corresponds to the case in which all inputs are encoded with truly
random values.

• JoinhUi (1λ ), S(G)i. Choose a public key pki for user Ui .
• ConnecthUi (·), Uj (·)i. Set ki→j to E 0 (pki , 0); similarly, set
kj→i as E 0 (pkj , 0).
x [1]

x [`]

• UploadhUi (·), S(G)i. Set ci = ((Xi1i , . . . , Xi`i ), ri ),
as a vector of random strings.
• QueryhUq (·), S(G)i(f ).
– Garbled Circuit. Run simulator SimGC(·) associated to
garbled circuit and obtain simulated circuit GC , and garbled values wjl for l ∈ [`] and Uj ∈ Gq .
x [1]

– Selection Tables. Set Xi1i

Compute EX

jl

xj [l]

(wjl )

and Esjl (0) for a random key sjl , and store them into
Tq [j, l] in random order.
– Output. Output GC and values wql for the input of Uq
and selection tables Tq [j, l] for the remaining users.
Indistinguishability. We now argue that the view generated by SimS
is indistinguishable from the view obtained by S in the real world.
This is done via hybrid arguments. We start with the real world
game H0 where all values are computed according to the protocol
and with the real inputs of the users, and by a sequence of hybrids
we reach the ideal world game where all values are computed according to the procedure SimS which has in input only the interface
calls made to the server S.

H3i,j,l (Replacing the encryptions of the garbled values in the
selection tables – CPA-security) In this sequence of hybrid
games the selection tables are computed so that they encrypt
only one garbled values per wire, instead of both garbled values. Namely, in hybrid H3i,j,l , the (j, l)-th entry of the selec3
More precisely, each hybrid game H2i corresponds in changing all
inputs that user Ui uploads, rather than only one. As we are in the
static-input semi-honest case, and because we are using random
∗
nonces ril
for each new upload, the multi-input case is handled
similarly to the single-input case.

H0 . This is the real world, that is, the view is computed according
to the protocol and using the real inputs of the users.
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Server Corruption. We will show that the view of the server S
can be simulated by a simulator that gets as input the graph G (with
the corresponding user public keys stored in G’s nodes), and the
interface calls (i.e., calls to Join, Connect, Upload, Query) made
by the users.
The view of the server consists of:

tion table
0
Es0 (wjl
), Es1
jl

jl

1
(wjl
)

computed by user Ui for a Query call, is now computed as:
E

b

b̄

sjll

(0), Esbl (wjll )
jl

1. Key Encodings ki→j . Each value ki→j is an encryption of the
PRF key Ki of a user Ui , under the public key pkj of another
user Uj .

where bl = xj [l]. We say that such selection tables are “partial” to denote that they encrypt only one garbled value per input wires. A distinguisher between games H3i,j,l and H3i,j,l+1
can be reduced to a distinguisher for IND-CPA security of the
underlying encryption scheme.
In hybrid H3n,n,` all selection tables are replaced with “partial” selection tables. Note that there is yet another dimension, tUj , which is the number of Query calls made by used
Uj . For sake of simplicity we omit it.
H4j .

2. Encodings of users’ inputs that have the form ci = (xi +
ρi , ri ) for ρi = FKi (ri ).
3. The output of the re-encryption protocol πRE that have the
form [[xj ]]pkq for ∀j : Uj ∈ Gq } when a Uq makes a query.
4. The transcript of πf .
Intuitively, the server will learn nothing about the users’ inputs
due to the CPA-security of the underlying homomorphic encryption
scheme as well as the pseudo-randomness of F and the security
of the protocols πRE and πf (as per Definitions 3 and 2). The
server only receives encryptions of the keys or inputs of the users
or randomized versions of the users’ inputs.
To prove the above intuition more formally we first provide the
formal description of the simulator and then prove that the view
generated by the simulator is indistinguishable from the view generated in the real world execution.
Simulator. The simulator SimS computes the view of the server S
as follows. For each Join made by user Ui , SimS will just sample
a public key pki . For each Connect between Ui and Uj , the simulator SimS will compute the key ki→j by encrypting the 0 string
(instead of a PRF key). For any Upload made by Ui , the simulator will sample 2 values of the appropriate length and set ci to
be those values. Upon each Query, SimS will call the πRE and
the πf server side simulators respectively. We now give the formal
description where n denotes the number of users.
Simulator: Formal Description. SimS (1λ , outS )
Input. outS contains the list of Join, Connect, Upload, Query
executed by each users Ui with i ∈ [n].

(Replacing garbled circuit with simulated garbled circuits – Obliviousness) In this hybrid game, the garbled circuits computed for user Uj are computed running SimGC instead of the honest garbling procedure, and the selection tables are computed according to the algorithm of SimS . Assume there is a PPT distinguisher between H4j and H3n,n then
we can construct a distinguisher for the security of garbled
circuits. The reduction will run exactly as in hybrid H3n,n except that when computing the garbled circuit, she will send
the inputs to an external oracles and obtain the garbled circuits and the garbled values. Hybrid game H4n,n corresponds
to the ideal world.

Users Corruption. We analyze the case in which a single user
is corrupted. The case in which more users are corrupted follows
similar arguments. We assume secure channels between S and any
user. Assume Ui is corrupted.
Simulator. SimUi has in input vector xi and fi dictating the calls
to Upload and Query respectively, and the graph Gi , dictating the
calls to Connect.
JoinhUi (1λ ), S(G)i. Choose a public key pki for user Ui .

• JoinhUi (1λ ), S(G)i. Choose a public key pk i for user Ui .

ConnecthUi (·), Uj (·)i. Pick Kj and computes kj→i =E 0 (pki , Kj ).
x [l]

UploadhUi (·), S(G)i. Honestly compute values Xili
using the correct version for xi

= FKi (xi [l], l, ri ) • ConnecthUi (·), Uj (·)i. Set ki→j to [[0]]pk i ; similarly, set kj→i
as [[0]]pk j .
• UploadhUi (·), S(G)i. Set ci = (c1,i , c2,i ), to consist of two
random strings chosen from the appropriate domains. c2 =
E2 (0, pk 2 )

QueryhUq (·), S(G)i(f ). Honestly compute the garbled circuit
and the selection tables.
Output Send value xi to the functionality FOSN and obtain
the output y. Select the output garbled values according to
the output y.

• QueryhUq (·), S(G)i(f ). Follow the steps of πRE simulator
SimS RE with input ci ∀i ∈ Gq . Call the πF server simulator
SimS
f on input a vector of size |Gq | that consists of encryptions of the 0 string, and obtain the transcript of the execution
of πF .

Indistinguishability. The indistinguishability of the view of Ui relies only on the security of the communication channels between
the server S and the other users. Indeed, the view of Ui can be
honestly computed by the simulator. The only difference in computing the view of Ui is in the way the output is computed. While
in the real world, the output is computed by evaluating the garbled
circuit, in the ideal world, SimUi selects the correct output garbled
values by using knowledge of the output y.

B.2

Indistinguishability. We now argue that the view generated by SimS
is indistinguishable from the view obtained by S in the real world.
This is done via hybrid arguments similar to the proof of Theorem . We start with the real world game H0 where all values are
computed according to the protocol and with the real inputs of the
users, and by a sequence of hybrids we reach the ideal world game
where all values are computed according to the procedure SimS
which has in input only the interface calls made to the server S as
well as G.

Proof of Theorem 2

H0 (Real World). This is the real world, that is, the view is computed according to the protocol and using the real inputs of
the users.

P ROOF. As in proof of Theorem we will analyze two cases: (i)
server corruption, and (ii) user corruption.
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H1i (Replacing the evaluation of f with the simulated trani−1
script of SimS
and
f ). The difference between hybrid H1
i
i
H1 is that in H1 the transcript of the execution between S
and user Ui are replaced with the transcript generated by the
simulator SimS
f.

H4i (Replace Ui ’s input encoding with a totally random string).
In this hybrid we replace xi + r (as user’s input was encoded
in the previous hybrid) with a random value c1,i , which now
sets the user input encoding to be ci = (c1,i , c2,i ) consisting
only of random values. It is straightforward that as long as
(c1,i and c2,i ) are picked uniformly at random from the appropriate domains, an adversary cannot distinguish between
H2 and H3 .
This sequence of hybrid goes from H41 where the input of user
Ui is encoded by a random value, to H4n where inputs of all n
users are encoded by random values. Note that hybrid H4n =
H40 where all inputs are encoded with pseudo-random values,
and that H4n corresponds to the case in which all inputs are
encoded with truly random values.

Assume there is a distinguisher between hybrid games H1i
and H1i−1 . Then, we can construct a distinguisher that distinguishes the view generated by SimS
f versus the view generated by the honest i-th user Ui running the real protocol πf .
The reduction will compute all values as in H1i−1 , except that
for the transcripts generated by user Ui , it will use the transcripts generated from its oracle. A distinguisher between the
two H1i−1 and H1i allows the reduction to distinguish whether
the oracle is the simulator or an honest player of πf .

H5i (Replacing the encryptions of user inputs with outputs of
the πRE simulator SimRE
S ) In this sequence of hybrid games
the encrypted inputs of user values are set to be the outputs
i
of SimRE
S . Namely, in hybrid H5 , the encrypted user value
[[xi ]]pk q is set to be the output of SimRE
S . A distinguisher
between games H5i and H5i−1 can be reduced to the security
of the πRE functionality.
In hybrid H5n all users values encryptions are replaced by the
πRE simulator outputs. Hybrid game H5n corresponds to the
ideal world.

H2i,j (Replacing keys ki→j with encryptions of 0 – CPA security). In this sub-sequence of hybrids we compute the encoded key ki→j as [[0]]pk i instead of [[Ki ]]pk i , for Ui , Uj ∈ Gi .
Assume there is a distinguisher between hybrid games H2i,j
and H2i,j+1 . Then, we can construct a distinguisher for the
CPA-security of the underlying encryption scheme. The reduction will compute all values as in hybrid H2i,j except that
key ki→j+1 is computed by the external CPA-challenger. That
is, the reduction forwards messages m0 = Ki , m1 = 0 to the
CPA-challenger, and obtain the encryptions c∗ that is used to
set key ki→j+1 . If the CPA-challenger chooses bit b = 0 then
c∗ = [[Ki ]]pk j and the view computed by the reduction is distributed according to hybrid H2i,j . Otherwise, if b = 1, then
c∗ = [[0]]pkj and the view computed is distributed according
to hybrid H2i,j+1 . Therefore, any adversary distinguishing
H2i,j from H2i,j+1 with non-negligible probability, will break
the IND-CPA security with the same probability, hence reaching a contradiction.
Note that hybrid H0 = H20,0 corresponds to the case where
no key is replaced with the encryption of 0, while the last
game H2n,n corresponds to the case in which for all j, i, ki→j
is replaced with E 0 (pkj , 0).

Users Corruption. We analyze the case in which a single user
is corrupted. The case in which more users are corrupted follows
similar arguments. We assume secure channels between S and any
user. Assume Ui is corrupted.
Simulator. SimUi has in input vector xi and fi dictating the calls
to Upload and Query respectively, and the graph Gi , dictating the
calls to Connect.
JoinhUi (1λ ), S(G)i. Choose a public key pki for user Ui .
ConnecthUi (·), Uj (·)i. Pick Kj and compute kj→i =[[Kj ]]pki .
UploadhUi (·), S(G)i. Honestly compute values ci using the correct version for xi .
QueryhUq (·), S(G)i(f ). Run steps of the user simulator of πRE
using skq , kj→q as input for all j ∈ Gq .

H3i (Replacing the PRF blindings with random values – PRF
security) In this sequence of hybrid games we replace the
encoding ci of the input xi of each user Ui ∈ U by replacing
the PRF evaluation with a random value. Thus, we set ci =
(xi + r, ri ) where r is a random value.
The difference between hybrid H3i−1 and H3i is that in H3i
the inputs for Ui are blinded using random values. Assume
there is a distinguisher between H3i−1 and H3i . Then, we
can construct a distinguisher for the pseudo-randomness of
F . The reduction will compute all values as in H3i−1 except that it will pick random ri and, invoke external oracle on ri to receive ρi and then run the distinguisher with
(xi + ρi , ri ) for a valid user input xi . If the oracle is a PRF,
then the view obtained is distributed as game H3i−1 , otherwise, if the oracle is implementing a truly random function,
it is distributed as in game H3i . Therefore, any adversary distinguishing H3i−1 from H3i with non-negligible probability,
will break the pseudo-randomness with the same probability,
hence yielding a contradiction.
This sequence of hybrid goes from H31 where the input of user
Ui is blinded with random values, to H3n where inputs of all n
users are blinded with random values. Note that hybrid H3n =
H30 where all inputs are blinded with pseudo-random values,
and that H3n corresponds to the case in which all inputs are
blinded with truly random values.

U

Output Call Simf q on input sk q and α to and obtain the transcript for πf .
Indistinguishability. The indistinguishability of the view of Ui relies only on the security of the communication channels between
the server S and the other users, and the security of the underlying
protocol πf .
The simulator for Ui works as follows. It honestly pick the keys
and Kj for each user Uj and compute keys kj→i . However, to
compute the transcript of πRE and πf , it will run the simulators
associated to the respective protocols. As security of πRE is unconditional against a malicious user Ui , the security of the overall
simulated transcript relies on the computational security of the transcript generated by the simulator of πf .

B.3

Proof of Lemma 1

P ROOF. We are going to split our analysis in two cases: the case
where the server S is corrupted and the case where the querier Uq
is corrupted.
Server Corruption. We first want to show that if a corrupted server
participates in the re-encryption protocol it will learn nothing about
18

the relevant user input x that is being re-encrypted. In other words,
there must exist a simulator SimRE
that can generate the view of
S
S (i.e. its input, random tape and all incoming messages). In our
protocol S’s view consists of viewS = (cj , kj→q , pk q ; ρ∗ ; [[xj +
ρ∗ ]]). S’s output consists of [[xj ]]. The simulator SimRE
works as
S
follows:

only of random values. It is straightforward that as long as
(c1,j and c2,j ) are picked uniformly at random from the appropriate domains, an adversary cannot distinguish between
H2 and H3 .
H4 (Replace [[xj ]]pk q with an encryption of 0 – CPA security).
In this last hybrid we replace encryptions of xj with [[0]]pk q .
Intuitively, these are indistinguishable because of the semantic security of the underlying encryption scheme. More formally, we reduce this to CPA security of the encryption scheme.
Assume that there exists a distinguisher A between m0 =
[[0]]pk q and m1 = [[xj + ρ∗ ]], then we can construct a encryption CPA-security distinguisher. The reduction will forward
to the CPA-challenger m0 and m1 and will receive back cb for
a random bit b chosen by the CPA challenger. The reduction
will forward cb to A and will output whatever A does and will
break CPA-security with the same probability. Hybrid game
H4 corresponds to the ideal world.

1. Choose a valid user public key pk q .
2. Set kj→q to [[0]]pk q .
3. Set cj = (c1,j , c2,j ), to consist of two random strings chosen
from the appropriate domains.
4. Pick ρ∗ from the same distribution ρ∗ was selected.
5. Generate an encryption of the 0 string under Uq ’s public key
[[0]]pk q .
6. Output (cj , kj→q , pk q ; ρ∗ ; [[0]]pk q ).
We now argue that the output of the simulator SimRE
is indistinS
guishable from the server’s view viewS . We will do this through
a series of hybrids. We start with the real world game H0 where
all values are computed according to the protocol and with the real
inputs, and by a sequence of hybrids we reach the ideal world game
where all values are computed according to the procedure SimRE
S .
Before describing the hybrids note that since ρ∗ and ρ∗ are independently picked from the same distribution they are indistinguishable.

User Corruption. We now want to show that a malicious querier
Uq can learn nothing about xj while participating in the protocol.
The view of Uq in our re-encryption protocol consists of viewUq =
(sk q ; c∗j , rj , kj→q ). We will build a simulator SimU
RE that works
as follows:
1. Picks a valid secret/public key pair sk U , pk U .
2. Picks a random PRF key Kj and compute [[Kj ]]pk q .
3. Picks a random nonce c2,j and a random c1,j from the appropriate distribution.
4. Outputs (sk q ; c∗j , ri , [[Kj ]]pk q ).

H0 (Real World). This is the real world, that is, the view is computed according to the protocol and using the real inputs.
H1 (Replacing key ki→j with encryption of 0 – CPA security). In the first hybrid we compute the encoded key kj→q
as [[0]]pk q instead of [[Kj ]]pk q .
Assume there is a distinguisher between hybrid games H0
and H1 . Then, we can construct a distinguisher for the CPAsecurity of the underlying encryption scheme. The reduction
will forward messages m0 = Ki , m1 = 0 to the CPAchallenger, and obtain the encryption c∗ that is used to set
key kj→q . If the CPA-challenger chooses bit b = 0 then
c∗ = [[Kj ]]pk q and the view computed by the reduction is distributed according to hybrid H0 . Otherwise, if b = 1, then
c∗ = [[0]]pkq and the view computed is distributed according to hybrid H1 . Therefore, any adversary distinguishing
H0 from H1 with non-negligible probability, will break the
IND-CPA security with the same probability, hence reaching
a contradiction.

Given that Kj has the same distribution as a PRF key, nobody can
distinguish between Kj and Kj . Moreover, c2,j is indistinguishable from ri since they are both nonces from the same distribution.
Finally, given that real c1,j is the output of an one-time pad (blinded
with fresh randomness ρ in the real game) is information theoretically indistinguishable from a totally random value c1,j .

Note: Here we provide a proof of our re-encryption protocol as a
standalone scheme. However, we would like to note that when we
in a slightly
prove security of our mixed protocol we use SimRE
S
different way. Namely, the first three steps of the simulator (i.e., the
steps to construct the input of the server in the re-encryption protocol) will be executed by another simulator that will call SimRE
S and
pass them as input.

H2 (Replacing PRF evaluations with random value – PRF security) In this hybrid game we replace the PRF evaluation
with a random value. Thus, we set cj = (xj + r, rj ) where
r is a random value. Assume now there is a distinguisher
between xj + r and xj + Fkj (rj ) then we can construct a
distinguisher for the pseudorandomness of the PRF F . The
reduction will pick random rj and, invoke external oracle on
rj to receive ρj and then run the distinguisher with (xj +
ρj , rj ) for a valid user input xj . If the oracle is a PRF, then
the view obtained is distributed as game H1 , otherwise, if
the oracle is implementing a truly random function, it is distributed as in game H2 . Therefore, any adversary distinguishing H1 from H2 with non-negligible probability, will break
the pseudo-randomness of the PRF with the same probability,
hence yielding a contradiction.

C.

MIXED PROTOCOL DESIGN

For brevity of presentation, here we assume that there is a querier
Uq with only two friends U1 and U2 , and that their input values
are one-dimensional. The extension to multiple users and higher
dimensions is straightforward, and evaluated in detail in our experiments.
We construct our protocols using four basic components, namely
addition (ADD), multiplication (MUL), comparison (CMP), and reencryption (RE). We trivially realize ADD through additive homomorphic encryption, instantiate MUL, CMP as discussed in Appendix A, and implement RE with our novel protocol described in
Section 5.3. Note that multiple instances of the same component
may be executed simultaneously in parallel. We denote the (potentially parallel) executions of the corresponding protocols by πADD ,
πMUL , πCMP and πRE .
We first focus on the case of squared Euclidean distance. Let
x1 , x2 , and xq be the (one-dimensional) values of U1 , U2 , and

H3 (Replace Uj ’s input encoding with a totally random string).
In this hybrid we replace xj + r (as user’s input was encoded
in the previous hybrid) with a random value c1,j , which now
sets the user input encoding to be cj = (c1,j , c2,j ) consisting
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πRE
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f
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[[xq ]]
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πMUL
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[[−2x1 xq ]]

ADD

[[d1q ]]
πCMP

S

[[min(d1q , d2q )]]

S ↔ Uq

MUL
S ↔ Uq

with S to re-encrypt c1 , c2 , cq into ([[x1 ]], [[x21 ]]), ([[x2 ]], [[x22 ]]), and
([[xq ]], [[x2q ]]), respectively. Subsequently, Uq and S engage in πMUL ,
in order to compute encryptions [[−2x1 xq ]] and [[−2x2 xq ]]. Next,
S homomorphically adds these ciphertexts along with [[x21 ]], [[x2q ]]
and [[x22 ]], [[x2q ]], respectively, and retrieves [[x21 − 2x1 xq + x2q ]] =
[[d1q ]] and [[x22 − 2x2 xq + x2q ]] = [[d2q ]]. Finally, S and Uq execute πCMP to find [[min(d1q , d2q )]] and [[max(d1q , d2q )]]. S sends
[[min(d1q , d2q )]] to Uq , who decrypts it with her key.
We describe the case of Manhattan distance using Figure 12.
The Manhattan distance between x1 and xq is dˆ1q = |x1 − xq |,
and that between x2 and xq is dˆ2q = |x2 − xq |. Uq wishes to
find min(dˆ1q , dˆ2q ). During Upload, Ui incorporates only xi in ci .
Observe that dˆ1q = max(x1 , xq ) − min(x1 , xq ), and the case of
dˆ2q is similar. In Query, as we described above for Euclidean, ci
is first re-encrypted into [[xi ]]. Then, S and Uq run the two-party
comparison protocol to get the encrypted minimum/maximum values of x1 , xq and x2 , xq . Given these values, S computes [[dˆ1q ]]
and [[dˆ2q ]] via homomorphic addition. Lastly, after running a final
comparison protocol with Uq , S sends min(dˆ1q , dˆ2q ) to Uq .
Since each of the πRE , πMUL , πCMP and (trivially) πADD are proven
secure, the security of the entire mixed protocols follows from the
modular sequential composition theorem [31]. A final remark concerns the general case of more than two friends. After the derivation
of all the encrypted distances, the computation of the final (1-outof-n) minimum is carried out with a slightly modified version of
πCMP that compares more than two inputs.

πADD

CMP
S ↔ Uq

[[−2x2 xq ]]
[[x22 ]]
[[x2q ]]

[[max(d1q , d2q )]]

ADD
[[d2q ]]

S

Figure 11: A mixed protocol for Euclidean distance
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cq
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′
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[[min(x2 , xq )]]
[[max(x2 , xq )]]
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[[min(dˆ1q , dˆ2q )]]
[[max(dˆ1q , dˆ2q )]]

ADD
S

[[dˆ2q ]]

Figure 12: A mixed protocol for Manhattan distance
Uq , respectively. The squared Euclidean distance between x1 and
xq is d1q = (x1 − xq )2 , and that between x2 and xq is d2q =
(x2 − xq )2 . Uq wishes to find min(d1q , d2q ). During Upload,
each user Ui sends to the server the encryption ci of both xi and
x2i . The Query protocol is depicted in Figure 11. Uq executes πRE
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